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At Abbots Green, it is our intention that learning a foreign language is an essential part of
being a member of a multi-cultural society. Our aim is to provide all children with a highquality education in Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) which in turn develops their love of
learning about other languages and cultures. This should foster children's curiosity and
deepen their understanding of the world.
Our current MFL taught is French, however at Abbots Green we strive to provide children
with wider opportunities to experience a range of other languages too. It is our intention
to ensure that by the end of our children’s education at our school, they have acquired an
understanding of both spoken and written French, confidence to speak in French with
others and to know how important other languages can be in their future.
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Aims of teaching French:
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils:

•

Understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources.

•

Speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating
what they want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and continually
improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation.

•

Can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of
grammatical structures that they have learnt.

•

Discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied.

Curriculum coverage
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The long-term plan demonstrates the break-down of modules within each
term in each year group. Modules are blocked per term.
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Key Stage 2 – Year 3 and 4
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Key Stage 2 – Year 5 and 6
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At Abbots Green we use the Salut scheme of work.

This aims to instil a sense of enjoyment around learning a language and explores all forms of
acquiring a language – through speaking and listening, reading, writing and comprehension based
activities.
Using Salut as the scheme we want to develop pupils’ confidence when speaking French. In lessons,
our approach enables children to express their ideas and thoughts in another language and to
understand and respond to its speakers, both in speech and in writing. It also provides opportunities
for children to communicate for practical purposes, with a focus on acquiring and understanding
essential vocabulary.
The scheme of work enables pupils to meet the end of Key Stage Attainment targets outlined in the
National curriculum.
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Salut’s approach
The modules within Salut enable pupils to study a range of topics, engaging in
conversational French whilst also acquiring and understanding more subject
specific vocabulary as lessons progress.
Each unit aims to build upon prior learning and units are sequenced to enable
pupils to purposefully build on learning from previous sessions to aid the
retention of key subject and topic-based knowledge. Core units are taught in
year 3, whilst the complexities of French grammar is covered in Year 6.
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Planning
All modules have sequenced planning from Salut detailing each lesson, key concepts and
knowledge and vocabulary to be taught.
Teachers adapt these plans to differentiate for the individual needs of their class. Challenge is
provided for any bilingual learners who are more confident French speakers through extended
writing opportunities and comprehension-based reading exercises.
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Ongoing assessment
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Using assessment tools available on Salut, teachers can assess pupil knowledge during and at the end of
each unit.
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Evidence of learning

Evidence of learning
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Pupil voice
Children shared how Salut makes their
learning fun and pupils spoke about
their enjoyment for taking part in
competitive games in French lessons.
They spoke about how it helps make
them concentrate when they know
there might be a team quiz with a prize
at the end of the lesson!
Children across KS2 spoke about how
learning French can be important and
helpful in their future.

Evidence in knowledge

Pupils understand the importance of
learning another language and how this
can be used in the outside world, the
workplace and in the school to
communicate with children who have
EAL.
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Beyond Abbots Green Academy
We believe that when children leave Abbots Green Academy, they
will have a natural curiosity and confidence to explore other
countries, cultures and languages, welcoming that, in a multilingual society it is a valuable skill to be able to communicate
effectively with others in another language. They will therefore be
engaged and prepared to continue their language learning journey at
Secondary School.

